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Difference, Representation, Positionality:

An Examination of the Politics of Contem porary Ainu Images

TAKASHI KINASE

  7bkyo Uhivengity

The essentialistic images of "people together with the nature" have been fbrmulated in

the contemporary representation ofthe Ainu. Such imagery, originating the discourse

of the dominant (ethnic Japanese, or C uaijin'), was used in a negative sense, connoting

a state ofprimitiveness or savagery. However, the Ainu themselves have positively re-

contextualized this image, reflecting some peripheral movements. In this process, the

irnagery is used or manipulated, mirroring the divergence and the multi-centralization

of `positions of narration', and reversely the convergence of ethnic images ideated

from diverse positions. This process has become especially evident since the 1970s. It

can be understood, through this examination of the nexus between the dominant

discourse, and the Ainu discourse of distinctiveness, that this process is not a

`polyphonic' posture, in which alternative `voices' are acquired in opposition to the

dominant narratives, but as `heterophonic', in which a single representation issues

from diverse positions while taking on different styles and rneanings.

INTRODUCTION
    The essentialist image of Cpeople together with nature' has been current within both the

domestic (Japanese) and intemational discourses concerning indigenous peoples since the

l980s. It is present not merely in the context ofmovements but also in representations in the

popular media. The stereotypical narrative on the Ainu as a `hunting-and-gathering' people

who are close to `nature' originated from the discourses developed in past Ainu Studies,

which, in a sense, supported the assimilation policies and authorised scientifically the

negative viewpoint ofthe dominant society [KINAsE 1997]. However, the values associated

with these representations have been reversed among the Ainu themselves, and thus they

have developed an alternative discourse of selfimagery.

    It is sometimes said that the turning point in the Ainu indigenous movement was in the

1960s to 70s [HANAzAKi 1996]. Ainu images were also reversed in this period; in a general

way, it could be expressed as a `compromise with assimilationism to awakening and

recovery of difference or dignity'. It is quite a simple scheme, but is it true? The

positionality of the narratives as to Ainu images and the disposition of the `cultural' or

`ethnic' representations in the discourses have to be examined. Idiscuss these problems in
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this paper with the 1960s to 70s as a reference point.

DISCOURSES OF `ASSIMILATION': BEFORE THE 1960s

    The image of the Ainu as a hunting-and-gathering society goes far back into history.

But the notion of Ainu being represented as `people together with nature' in a positive light

is, needless to say, a fairly recent phenomenon. Befbre the 1970s, the image ofbeing with

`nature' canied the negative nuance ofbeing `primitive'. These images had existed in the

selfpresentation narratives by the Ainu fbr a long time.

    The Ainu, as the colonial policies ofthe Meiji govemment proceeded, became deprived

of their resources and livelihood, and their serious poverty came into question in the 1880s.

In the next decade, legislation to `protect' the Ainu was discussed and eventually the

`Hoklcaido Former Natives Protection Act' (Hokkaido Kyadojin Hogo Ho) was enacted in

1899. According to this Act, land fbr famiing (no more than 15,OOO tsubo, 49,590 m2 per

household) was `granted' to the Ainu who engaged or wished to engage in agriculture. But

the lands granted were often unsuitable fbr farming. Even if not so bad, they should be

confiscated unless cultivated after 15 years from the date of grant, and moreover selling or

transferring the lands was restricted. Affiliated with the Protection Act, the `Rules of

Education fbr the Children ofthe Former Natives' was enacted in 1901. These Rules were

programmed to `endow' the Ainu children with Japanese `Imperial' education, although

separately from Japanese children. The schools founded according this policy were called

`KyUdoji'n Gakk6' (Former Natives' School); education was more simplified than that of

Japanese children and had a tendency to vocationalism. The Ainu were sometimes described

in many documents, whether official or officious, as `unenlightened' and fo11owing an

irresistible course of `the survival of the fittest'. Therefore it goes without saying that these

policies were in essence discriminatory.

    It was in the late 1920s to 30s that Ainu people came to present selfiimages more

frequently and strongly. Some Ainu people had already published several works written in

Japanese. Through the education policy, the educational participation of Ainu children had

already been heightened to a considerable degree; the enrolment rate turned up to 90 percent

or above in the early 1910s [OGAwA 1997]. An official report in 1929 said, `there are few

people who use Ainu language at the present day; the young in general don't know it'

[HOKKAiDo-cHo GAKuMu-Bu SHAKAi-KA 1980 (1929): 3]. Some comparatively young Ainu,

such as Chiri Yukie, Iboshi Hokuto, Batchelor Yaeko [fbllowing the Japanese custom,

personal names are written with the family name first], adopted poetic Japanese for the styles

of their writings and presented their selfiexpression as `Ainu' through their `Japanese

literature'.

    The organisation ofthe Ainu group was also characteristic ofthis age. The Hokkaido

Ainu Association (Hokkaido Ainu Ky6kai) was fbunded under the control of the Hokkaido

govemment in 1930 and issued `E2o no Hihari' (The Light of Yezo) as its organ. In these

publications, assimilation and amalgamation into a `Japanese nation' was advocated by the

Ainu themselves under the name `virtue of selidiscipline', and the discriminatory treatment

against the Ainu under the Protection Act was vehemently denounced. Some activist groups,
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such as the `North Seas Regeneration Group' (Hokkai Sh6gun Koseidan), mightily afTirmed

identification of themselves as `subjects of the Emperor' with a spirit of `Japanese'

nationalism. This era in the history of the Ainu movements is often defined as the age of

`exaltation ofidentity and devotion to fascism' [KAmo 1992: 127]. The Protection Act was

largely revised in 1937: the limitation of transferring the lands was loosened and KyUdojin

Gakl(6 were abolished. The revision was partly the firuit of Ainu movements, while the

government maintained that the assimilation policies had been `accomplished'.

    The assimilation of the Ainu seemed to have been almost `accomplished' by then, but

this was not exactly true. Now we should understand that the concept of `assimilation' and

that of `autonomy' were not contrastively represented in these discourses. It seems

contradictory, but indeed for them, their afifirmation of `assimilation' was a conscious

expression of `autonomy' in itself Morris-Suzuki has discussed, with the example of the

discourse virritten on `Ezo no Hikari' by Konobu Kotaro of Shiranuka, that their advocacy of

`selfimprovement' was really aimed at `the name of the Ainu themselves'. It reflected the

idea retained by the Ainu that selfcreation as part of the Japanese nation would `fertilise'

their sense of ethnic identity [MoRRis-SuzuKi 2000: Chap. 5; KoNoBu 1994 (1930)]. This

was quite different from the plot framed by the dominant society, which purposed to

transfbrm the Ainu into ` Pftijin' (i.e. ethnic Japanese).

    When the discourses surrounding the Ainu of this period are reviewed generally, it can

be observed that both the activist Ainu and the dominant society superficially seemed to co-

operate in constituting the same narrative. Both discourses had a common tendency to

`differentiation', paradoxically, through the narrative of `assimilation'. However, they

implied diametrically opposed termini. The narrative of the Ainu emphasised selfdignity

through `seeking assimilation', while the advertisement of `fruition of assimilation' which

had been constantly framed by the dominant society accented the image of Ainu difference.

This variance can be regarded as an important factor that aroused the images ofdifference in

later periods.

    Nevertheless, the representation of a `cultural' difference of the Ainu was seldom

demonstrated in a positive sense. This can be attributed to the fact that the main paradigm

through which the Ainu were envisaged and represented was not a `culture' or `ethnic

group', but a `race'. Narratives of selfrepresentation by the Ainu also included the

viewpoint of `racial equality', by which the Ainu were regarded as people who had `equal

ability' to that of the va'tijin (ethnic Japanese). This idea urged the Ainu to identify

themselves not with `the past Ainu'-the words of Chiri Mashiho, an Ainu linguist born in

1909-but with `the Ainu ofthe present and the future', who `directly inherit the Japanese

culture, breaking through the sheil oftradition which brings contempt and dishonour' [CHiRi

1981(1937): 167].

    This trend continued fbT a long while. In 1946, The Hokkaido Ainu Association

restarted as a corporate group in Sapporo, but it was a prolongation of the pre-war

organisation. Soon it came up against the doldrums. The Land Reform legislation (1946)

brought about the loss of approximately 40 percent of the arable land owned by Ainu. The

Association lobbied fbr excluding their land from the application of the refbrm, but failed.

Since then, almost no record of the activity of the Association was left until Apri1 1960,
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when the general assembly for `reestablishment' ofthe Association was held. It was in 1961

that the Hokl(aido Ainu Association was renamed the `Holckaido Utari Ky6kai'-utar means

`the same group'-, because of a widespread anxiety among the Ainu that the word `Ainu'

might arouse further discrimination.

THE DIVERGENCE AND THE MULTI-CENTRALISATION OF POSITIONALITY

    Since about the 1970s, there have emerged diverse movements among the Ainu, which

aim to establish selfdignity. In 1968, when the centennial of `the Opening of Hokkaido'

(Hokkaido Kaitaku) was observed, a movement was stimulated among the emerging Ainu

groups against praise for `development' and concealing the existence of the Ainu. The

success of the Centennial was an incentive also for some movements that arose later.

    Those movements were, however, pursued with different, or individual styles and

meanings, and each of them came soon to have its own centrality, indcpcndent of the older

ones. Such divergence and multi-centralisation ofpositionality began to crysta11ise when the

abolition of the Protection Act was suggested at the conference of all the mayors of

Hokkaido in June 1970. Against this suggestion, the Hokkaido Utari Association general

assembly voted fbr the continued existence of the Act, from the viewpoint that it could be

utilised as grounds fbr claiming special welfare policies. LateT this became the source ofthe

movement fbr a new law, which would in turn lay down new government policies

concerning the Ainu. There lay behind this trend the heightening dissatisfaction with the

measures which had been taken fbr the Ainu, including `Utari Welfare Programme' (Utari

Fukushi Taisaku) launched in 1974.

    On the contrary, however, the Asahikawa Ainu Conference (Asahikawa Ainu
Kyogikai), which was fbunded in November 1972, declared its position for the abolition of

the Protection Act, with the notion of sweeping all discrimination from the general `Japanese

nation'. Monbetsu Kaoru, the leader of the Conference of the day, rematked that the

abolition of the Act was a different kind ofproblem from one of economic aid for the Ainu,

and that the Ainu should stand with the position of fundamental human rights proclaimed in

the Constimtion [MoNBETsu 1973: 2]. He meant that the recovery ofAinu dignity should not

be linked with claims fbr special welfare measures. The opinion for the abolition of the

Protection Act had been the mainstream among Asahikawa Ainu people because the

provision of lands according to the Act was not normally executed there. It was also the

mayor of Asahikawa City who proposed in the conference mentioned above that the Act be

abolished.

    The Welfare Programme was an offshoot of a welfare programme fbr the discriminated

`Burakumin' (`Dowa Taisaku Jigyo Tokubetsu Sochi Ho' [Special Measures Act]), enacted

in July 1969. The link with the Buraku Liberation movements can be partially recognised in

the Ainu movements of the pre-war days [OsAKA JiNKEN REKisHi SHiRyoKAN 1993; OGAwA

and YAMADA 1998]. That was sometimes the case in the post-war period, too. For example,

after the Hokkaido Utari Association was re-organised in 1960s, some Ainu leaders

attempted to co-operate with the Buraku movement in order to share similar goals with

government-funded projects [SuGAwARA 1966: 219]. The alignment with some movements
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outside the Ainu, whether democratic or socialist, had been mainly made to derive new

measures from the govemment, to pull the living standard of the Ainu people up to the same

level as PVdjin.

    Newer fbmis of alignment with various movements, such as labour movements or

ecology movements, arose one after another and accelerated the divergence ofvarious Ainu

`narrating positions' in 1970s. Ainu people with an `Ainu flag'-designed by Sunazawa

Bikki, an Ainu artist born in Asahikawa voluntarily participated in the May Day parade in

Sapporo in 1973. Also, the Date branch of the Hokkaido Utari Association, independently of

the central organisation, launched a counter-movement against the construction of Date

Thermal Power Station, which had been planned since about 1970 [ANuTARi AiNu KANKoKAi

1973a]. Besides, Ainu people living in urban areas began organising at this time: the Young

Ainu Society (Peure Utari no Kai) in 1965, the Tokyo Ainu Association (T6kyb Utari Kai,

later Kanto Utari Kai) in 1972, the Ishikari branch ofthe Utari Association (later the Sapporo

branch) in 1971, and so on. The newspaper CAnutari Ainu' (We Ainu) came out in June

1973, and the Yai Yukara Ainu Research Group (Yai Yukara Ainu Minzoku Gakkai) was

founded in November of the same year. Younger people and women began to take part in

these movements; this trend remains current today,

    Varied social experiments emerged, and these were not always under the influence of

the older movements. Most ofthe leaders ofthe Hokkaido Utari Association had their roots

in rural communities, and in some cases, had succeeded economically in the dominant

society. These `successfu1' Ainu were almost without exception male, and of the older

generation [SIDDLE 1996: 172-173]. The motives of the older people often did not coincide

with those of the new movements of the 1970s; it reflected the divergent interests of the

respective groups, many of which were based on non-rural and trans-regional networks. At

the general assembly of the Hokkaido Utari Association in July 1973, some disagreement

erupted about the question whether or not the name ofthe association should be returned to

Holdcaido `Ainu' Kyokai. Another disagreement was about whether the activities of the

association should apply to the Ainu who were living outside Hokl<aido, etc. [ANuTARi AiNu

KANKoKAi 1973b]. Especially for the groups that were eager to assert their ethnic identity

and to create extended solidarity among themselves, the character of the Hokkaido Utari

Association at that time, which pretended to avoid political problems, was nothing but an

object of criticism.

    The plural political stances among the conflicting movements, however, cannot be

dismissed only as antagonism between the radical and the conservative; the former would

affirm ethnic difference, and the latter retained some tendencies toward assimilation into the

mainstream ofthe dominant PVIliin society. Such an `eitherlor' interpretation does not reflect

accurately their differences. On the contrary, the selfpresentation and identity of the Ainu

involved seme slippage between the dominant category `Japanese nation (Nihonjin)', and the

particular category `the Ainu'. Each movement aimed at its own `dignity', which they

imagined existed at the boundary between the two. This kind of diversity was created not so

much by any internal factor ofAinu people themselves as by an external one and the general

context ofJapanese society.
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THE CONVERGENCE OF ETHNIC REPRESENTATIONS

    While diverse movements emerged and set forth their ethnic dignity in dififerent styles,

there came into existence among the active Ainu some motives fbr the general alignment of

the various positions. The Zenkoku Ainu Kbtaru Ktii (Pan-Japan Ainu fbrum) in January

1973 reflects such an orientation. Despite the variety and the unconfbrmity of social and

political stances, they began to assemble under the common flag of `Ainu dignity'.

According to this trend, the ethnic representations that various movements were producing

began to converge, a trend seemingly contradictory to the divergent and multi-centric

sltuatlon.

    In the 1970s, eagemess to present an `essential' or `authentic' Ainu culture was

heightened, and the representation of `culture' (not `race') became more important in

projecting a positive selfimage of Ainu people. Condemnation ofthe `Ainu Kank6' (Ainu

tourism) was pronounced more strongly than befbre, because tourism treated Ainu culture as

entertainment and spectacle, far from `authentic'. At about the same time, some movements

emphasised the value of being conscious of tradition and preservation of the Ainu culture.

The generation that had inherited traditional Ainu culture as habitus had already grown old

then, and the anxiety about succession to the ethnic heritage heightened. In connection with

this trend, the revision ofthe `Cultural Heritage Protection Act' (Bunkazai Hogo Ho) in June

1975 brought about the adoption of traditional Ainu dances as non-material heritage of fblk

culture (Mukei Minzoku Bunkazai). In the same year, Kayano Shigeru was given the

Kikuchi Kan Award fbr his achievements in preserving the oral traditions of the Ainu. Some

indications of appreciation ofAinu culture could be detected in this period.

    Over and above, however, the paradigm shift of the anti-establishment movements,

though they were exterior to the so-called `Ainu problem' itselC should be taken into

consideration as a background of new fbrcefu1 narratives concerning the Ainu culture. For

minority movements, one of the most important fbci of strategy is how to draw the

understanding and the sympathy of the majority. On this account, it is essential that the

factors on the side of the dominant society, receiving the presentation of the minorities issue,

be examined in detail.

    The leftist movements in Japan until the 1960s had some limitations, characterised as

they were by universalism, evolutionism, and anti-American nationalism. These had

prevented them from questioning the epistemic framework of modernism and the general

idea of the homogeneity of `Aiihonjin' (Japanese nation), and therefore from touching on the

actual problems surrounding the Ainu. Assimilation and amalgamation ofthe Ainu into

a `Japanese nation' had never been disputed. In the 1970s, however, when the anti-

establishment movements came to a critical turning point, some groups connected with a

newproblematique appeared. These included ecologism and Third World-ism, reflecting the

contemporary global situation. Agitation by Ota Ryu, a Mbjin writer born in 1930, was one

of those queer variants. He had been a Trotskyist at the beginning and later put fbrward

`Ainu Revolution', namely a `retreat' into the world of arch-communism. He also called it

`Yukara Sekai ` (Yukar World)-Yukar is the most famous epic of the Ainu, and sometimes,

even now, used as a symbol ofthe Ainu culture, especially its spiritual aspect [OTA 1973].
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    On one hand, Ota's agitation influenced some ultra-leftists, who were mostly Phajin,

into becoming committed to the `Ainu Kaiho Undo' (Ainu Liberation movements) and

indulged in bomb terrorism. As a whole, most Ainu did not accept these movements. Or

rather, there arose great anxiety among the Ainu that the Ainu movement in general might

become stigmatised. On the other hand, however, the new trend ofleftist movements did not

reside merely in such `extremists'. Movements such as soft-shelled reformism, fo11owing the

slump of the leftists, presented the concept that Ainu culture could be appreciated as an

altemative life-style to relativise modern civilisation. Ota was just an opportunistic agitator

even when the bomb affairs arose, and soon also became famous fbr advocating fanatic

ecologism after the declination ef leftists. He and his comrades fbunded the `Ainu Culture

Association' in Shizunai and attempted to practice an organic diet and to learn an Ainu life-

style, which they supposed was essentially symbiotic with `nature' [PoN HucHi 1992

(1980)].

    Yuki Shoji, one of the most radical Ainu at that time, fbrming an alliance with Ota at

the inception, organised the Ainu Kaih6 D6mei (Ainu Liberation League) and later became

antagonistic to Ota. The influence of the post-60s movements can be fbund especially in

Yuki's terminology. Above all, the term `Ainu Moshiri (Mosiri)'-Mosir means land or

world-, which Ota and his fbllowers used repeatedly in their slogan `the liberation ofAinu

Moshiri and the creation ofthe Ainu Republic', has become established as a common term m

the discourses of various movements surrounding the Ainu after the 1970s. Here was

developed a new connotation of `the Mother Earth', where the Ainu people have lived in

`harmony with nature' and without any alienation. Yuki played an important role in the

diffusion ofsuch a nostalgic representation [SiDDLE 1996:176; YuKi 1997].

    Here we can see an aspect ofconversion in which the idea of `race' retreated and in its

place `culture' appeared as the paradigm of knowledge about the Ainu, The image of

`people symbiotic with nature', which Yuki repeatedly proposed, had functioned until then

as a strangling discourse which transfixed the Ainu people in the image of `primitive hunter-

gatherers'. This image was supported by an essentialist idea that the difference between the

Ainu and `Japanese' was quite `natural' and innate, and that therefore it would never be

changed; it is the very idea of `race'. Countering this `racialised' image [MiLEs 1989; 1993;

cf. YosHINo 1997: chap. 6], the attempt to regain the position ofnarrating their own culture

and to seat it in the context ofpositive values can be explained as `de-racialisation', to shake

off the yoke of the disvalued semantics of the dommant society.

    Herewith, it is important to take into account the studies of Ainu culture as a factor in

formulating and authorising such essentialist images. The discourses of these studies had

been organised under the apprehension that Ainu culture was in the process of assimilating

 and therefore `dying' into the va'bjin society. It was natural that the `imperialist nostalgia'

 [RosALDo 1989: 68-87] moved some scholars-such as Kindaichi Kyosuke-to concentrate

 their interest on `vanishing' culture: usually, on idyllic folklore or literature such as Yukar,

 rather than on social or political aspects. Such discourses de-contextualise the representation

 ofAinu culture from the contemporary `dailyness' in which they exist as a `Japanese nation'.

 The rcality of Ainu people has often been concealed with nostalgic and otherworldly

 narratives, which have transfbrmed `Ainu culture' into objectified symbols that were
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appropriated for fragmented and context-free discourse [KiNAsE 1997: 8-9].

    The idea of `Ainu MOshiri' as Mother Earth, which Yuki and his fbllowers presented,

sounds like the nostalgic and essentialist discourses ofAinu Studies (by `PVbjin'). But the

values given to such a representation were reversed, and the images of the Ainu culture were

re-contextualised in the selfpresentment of the Ainu. They were presented as the difference,

which would shake the roots ofthe identity of `Nihonjin' as a homogeneous `nation'.

    Contrastively, it is more noteworthy that such a context-free representation has various

meanings m the respective contexts where it would be presented or imagined. The symbol

of `culture' can be appropriated beyond the diversity ofpolitical stances. One example

is the recent Asahikawa case . The Asahikawa Ainu Conference had objected to the new

legislation (so called `Ainu Shimpo') that the Utari Association had demanded since the

1980s, because some leaders of the Conference insisted that any claim for economical

privilege be refused in order to recover Ainu dignity. However, the proposal fbr legislation

was adopted at the general meeting of the Utari Association in May 1984, including the

establjshnent of `The Ainu Independence Fund' as well as the elimination of discrimination

and the promotion of Ainu culture and education. In the end, `An Act for the Promotion of

Ainu Culture, the Spread of Knowledge Relevant to Ainu Traditions, and an Education

Campaign' (so called `Ainu Bunka Ho' or Ainu Culture Promotion Law) was enacted in

1997, which did not include an anicle on the fund. The Asahikawa Conference abandoned

their stance of objection to the new Act, and took the stance that they could accommodate it

because the legislation was limited only to `culture'.

    Moreover, the so-called `ordinary' Ainu people, who are not so interested in political

matters and lead their daily lives as `ordinary' Japanese, give the represetation of `culture' a

different connotation from the radical Ainu; that is a domestic difiference within the category

of the `Japanese nation'. In the case of ordinary Ainu, the symbol of `Ainu' or `Ainu

culture' would be manipulable as a part of the personality of the individual Ainu; it exists in

each imagination and does not conflict with hislher actual life or total identity. This may be

interpreted as a process of creative `acquirement' rather than `discovery' of a pre-given

existence. Thus the representation of Ainu culture as an ethnic symbol became shared

among many Ainu, who give various meanings to its representation.

CONCLUSION
    I have discussed the development of the divergence, the multi-centralisation of

positionality and the convergence of ethnic images ideated from these diverse positions,

which crystallised since about 1970s in the politics ofAinu identity. Narratives presented by

minorities seem to be apprehended as a `polyphonic' posture, in which the alternative `voice'

is counterposed against the dominant narratives. Ifthis scheme were applied to the historical

corpuncture ofthe Ainu, it could be taken, as mentioned in the introduction ofthis paper, fbr

a change `from compromise with assimilationism to awakening and recovery of difference or

dignity'. It is based on the mythical notion of a unilinear development of enlightenment.

Instead, from the prospect on the nexus between the discourses narrated by the majority and

the presentation of difference by the Ainu, we should understand it to be `heterophonic',
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Like the heterophonic music of Yukar, a single melodylrepresentation is expressed by plural

speakers with diflferent styles. The minorities appropriate the dominant representations that

the majorities produce, even though the positionality is not shared. In such a context, what

should be questioned is, strictly speaking, not `what they narrate' at all, but the socio-

political stmcture that arouses the whole coajuncture ofdiscourses.

    The movements which the Hoklcaido Utari Association have pursued in the context of

cultural representation since the 1970s may be assessed as having been successfu1 in rallying

its members, who had diversified standpoints according to their political and economic

backgrounds [cf: SiDDLE 1996: chap. 7]. Indeed, the global alliance with the international

movements of indigenous peoples, especially in the United Nations after the 1980s, has

fonified the convergence on the Ainu image that they are Can ethnic group which possesses

its own tradition and culture different from the majority Japanese (PVbjin)'. This position is

given support by some progressive ewbjin domestic groups, and also coincides with the

rhetoric of `the indigenous people', who are entitled to a certain right of selfdetermination.

    Nonetheless, creation of ethnic images through the symbol of culture does not always

solidify people ofvarious positions. For example, the arrangement fbr re-labelling the Utari

Association the `Hokkaido Ainu Kyokai' on the occasion of the enactment of the Ainu

Culture Promotion Law was cancelled because of disapproval expressed by many members

of the association. This was due to anxiety against deep-seated discrimination associated

with the term `Ainu'. Such a case implies that critical politics lies yet in the phase in which

images of ethnic difference are represented. This cobjuncture after the enactment ofthe New

Law is in progress even now.
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